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First of all, I want to thank the Pennsylvania School Boards

Association and Mr. Heddinger for allowing me to participate in these
meetings. I am particularly enthused about the topic assigned me

The Teachers' Right To Strike Versus The Students' Right To An Edu-:

cation." I found this topic very interesting in preparing for my remarks
today, since I have served in a capacity that would put me in a position
to establish a philosophy and rationale for both sides of the argument.
I am presently Superintendent of Schools in the Capital School District in

Dover, Delaware, and in that capadity serve on the collective bargaining
team of the Board of Education. Earlier in my career I was a n-.. -mber

of*very large collective bargaining unit

the Hathmond Teachers'

Association in Hammond, Indiana. As.a member of the bargaining team
in the ETA I found myself in an adversary role with the Hammond Board
of Education. During my service on the teachers' bargaining team much

conflict arose'which eventually led to several strikes within that district.

I might add at this time that I have, in the last eight years if my career,
undergone a 180 degree turn in the philosophy that I had when I was a
e

_young, aggressive and somewhat mili,tant teacher within that school system.

In establishing the topic for today I think I should preface my
comments with two statements that you should keep in the back of your
*i r(,-.entation at L11(2

i',.nit:,ylvania School Board',' A.7-,.",r,ciation Forum in

r(mn:.ylvanl a, May 6-7, 1976
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mind throughout this presentation, regardless of whether you agr4e or

disagree with my remarks as I make them. Statement No. 1:

NOWHERE'

in these United States 4 it legal for teachers to strike. There are certain

states, that I will enumerate later, that have a limited right,to strike, but
e present time, is it completely legal for

nowhere in this country, a

teachers to strike [or whatever else they happen,to call a particular action
that the bargaining unit sees fit to take].
The, second major point that I would like to ne4ke in prefacing my

remarks concerns ',he reason for public education being in existence. /Pub-

lic education, initially, was designed to serve the interest of the state and
was instituted under the police powers of the state. Education was Originally meant to be a model; it

wak

s to be a product of a representative

government and how it is supposedto function. Nowhere in representative
government is there a place for any governmental body or agency of the
governmental body to completely circumvent their duties as outlined by

.contract or by intent of the model that they serve. The creation of public

schools was to service children and create a model of representative
government. The creation of public schools was not to serve one group of
employees over another

no matter how educated, how vocal, how belli-

gerent, how coercive, or how covert in their activities they might become.

It's only been in recent years that school boards have really seen that this
is the mission of the schools and havetakenia position that demonstrates
a little backbone .in their policymaking for given school districts throughout

t
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this country. Employeegroups [I want to stress this point] ordinarily

have objectives which are strictly self-serving and they work almost
.
,
T
entirely towards these objectives. They may throw out very `strong and
ambiguous verbage to show that they are only interested in "the children"
or "quality education," but their ultimate concern is 1penefits for the
6

/

membership of the organization.. When unions cease to work towards
.

.

`their own self-interests their function as an organization [as a collective
bargainingkagent] would cease. _Union leadership will not allow this to
Occur. They must demand something, they must please the membership

or they will die.

Boards of education are elected officials in this representative

I

model that I have mentioned and they are not extensions of teacher associa.

tions. In past years there have been many actions on the part of weak

boards of education that would indicate that they are almost extensions of

teacher associations in the fact that they can be coerced or forced in
some
(

anner, perhaps by st iin-ets, to give in to unreasonable, damaging

m:-....._-/

demands by the collective bargaining unit

in their districts. Their
-

actions are still hanging over
1../

ny .school districts like an evil specter.

Boards of education, truthfully, do owe allegiance to one group

of individuals within any school district and all of their actions must be

promulgated towards this group of people.. These are the children. The
\4,

absolute determination of policy [including setting salary and working
conditions] and the governance of free public education must be

,

D
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accomplished Only. through elected officials: You!. Strikes are nothing
L

more .63.1; a grand, circus-like, precisely planned and intense method

of trying to caus.e school board members to give up the power that they
already have due to a weakening of their convictions. The degree that
-N

collective bargaining [of strikes] or any other process is allowed to en-

-v

cr"oa'ch on the functioriing of the system of education as it is meant in

this country is the degree to which the function of this type of government
is constrained or directed .towards one group or individual's philosophy.
IL

or desires. Public policy, with respect to the form, quantity or quality
oepublic services, has to be determined through representative govern..

ment. -It cannot be determined through 'tyranny; through threats, through

covert activities, through mass breaking of the law by individuals; or
any other form of activity meant to subvert the will of the pE(ople in IsOwer,

who were placed in power by the peoplf they represent. Unions will

attempt to circumvent this representative system to gain some kind of
r

6 monetary or control advantage, and thus improperly, exercise control
I.

over public policy. I caution board members [and superintendents who

feel that they are not members of the board of education tsam] that if
e

they do continue to give in to unreasonable, far-reaching demands, it

will continue to result in the erosion and, perhaps, the complete halt

4r

of education as we understand it in these United-States. These a- re two
....)

' lengthy but pertinent statements you should keep in mind throughout this
I

presentation.
(

I
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If boards of education fail to teke the position that what is best
for children is what, counts in education in this country, education will

surely become a more authoritarian system. There will result less
and less room for differences and competition within our educational
system. This.can only harm the educational community and the operation of the Public school system.
It May well be that unions, I.themse ves, will be the one who creates
,

this kind of demise in our public educational system., If concepts such as
a nation-wide teacher union [as envisioned by many union leaders] do

materialize; I feel the union leadership have failed to bring into account

two very important things which are possible in the private sector, but
are not possible in the public sector. One is the recognition of manage-

ment's responsibility and right to make a profit and its right to raise

prices. Neither of these Are components of the public educational system.
There is no profit, there is no way [or right] to raise prices i.n order to
fund any increases or concessions made by weak boards of education to

teacher unions due to pressures from strikes, etc. Secondly, these
union leaders overlook management's right to go out of business in the

private sector.... This is impossible in the publis sector since schools were
created as part of our governmental system and there is no way that a
school can go out of business. .Regardless of what happens, regardless
of hbw bad the finances are

they only will become a burden on the

quality of education. This burden may [I say may] be passed on to higher

-6-

/
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and higher echeleons until it reaches the legislative counsels of the
1

i

states in these United States. I personally feel this is what unions are
----------

--striving for. Get the comfnitment and then force government: local,
state or federal to "bail out" the boards who have given away the ship.
,New York_ ahould demonstrate that being bailed out is not as easy as it
once was!
'

It may well be that if the weakening and erosion of the board

powers [due to such activities as teacher strikes forcing boards into

,..

the giving into of more' and more demands, demands out of prop( rtion.

to teachers' unions] that eventually all collective bargaining, all decisionmaking will be made by state legislatures. Education will be totally
,

controlled by politicians, patronage and-all the evils associated with

.0'

no'

American politics: Furthermore, if the concept of the federal governI

ment funding a full one-third of education should materialize, it could
result in all education being controlled from Washington. This is not
1

,

the intent of the American public school system and it is not a right of

teachers or teachers' unions to cause this kind of consternation and possible.
conclusion to exist within the educational system in this country. If more
NV

and more central control [due to pressure put on by teachers and the
I

giving in of local school boards], ,does occur, teachers will find that they
,

will be competing for money with millions of other people who they, are not
.1.

now presently competing-with. This will be in the form of government-

paid health care, government-paid fringe benefit/rand possibly even

-7-

government- prepared budgets. The control, as it becomes central,
will not be to the advantage of education.' Education is in a minority
Position and has a low national priority and for that reason the amount
of conflict Which will happen in the 1a

nagement relations will

be much greater than teacher leaders .c n imagine.

Ininvestitating the topic of teachers' right to strike, it also
must be very clear"to usssthlit ther.e are two viewpoints as to whether or

not teachers should have a rightto strike. However, I feel that it is
best to first outline the scope of strikes in the United States to date.

Little more than a decade ago most teachers felt that strikes were not
in keeping with their professional role as educators of America's youth.
But that type of thinking has vanished in the past few years and even

though teachers are still reluctant to strike, the traumas once associated
with these actions are gone. There has not been stigmas attached, of
any significance, to striking. Legal remedies have only slapped the
hands of offenders and this has resulted in a new and increasing militaney among younger teachers. Teachers will strike to force solutions

to all manner of problems [never underestimate a problem

analyze\

the people involved in the leadership positionA in the union instead !J

including recognition of their union, salary increases, working conditio\ns,

organizational plans, or alleged arbitrary actions by th,. administration
and board of educa,tion. Not only will they strike to gain victories for

themselves, but they will observe strikes of other teaching personnel.

8

ow"

This in rix becomes self-destructive to an edUcational system, especially
2

--allarge educational system. It is possible that without proper timing and

determination of contracts a school district could have schools closed for

a large peicentage of any contract year. Custodians could be out at one
A

time, aides out at

.

.

aher time, management out at another time [yes,

I

said management], teachers at another time. It is a very distressing fact
to find this kind of mass collective observance of strike activities by
fellow unions.

One reason for the increase in teacher worjc stoppages ih due to

the fact that earlier on in the collective bargaining process in this country
strikes did force some favorable settlements for teacher organizations.
During these times administrators and board members [such as yourselves]
felt untold pressure from parent-citizen groups* to get the schools open.
Quite often this resulted in management giving in to what previously were

termed unreasonable or financial disastrous demands. This was, and is,
a very bad trend which [and this can be proved statistically], only,creabed.

more and more teachers' strikes. School districts who have stooll up and
bit the bullet, who have avoided getting in on things that they knew in the

long run were inoperable, or would jeopardize in the least bit the quality

of education, have not experienced strike after strike after strike. It is
only recently that boards of edtcation are beginning to stand up and be
counted as they are being whipped by their public from all sides.

Another reason for increased strikes, of course, is the growth
ofteacher unions themselves. As their membership has grown so has

$

their "war coffers:"

That is exactly what they have

war coffers. The

money that they pay into due$ is put into a national pifit and is made avail-

able to selected spots throughout the country. It takes a great deal of

time, money and courage in order to break a union when you are faced

into an adversary situation such as a teachers' strike. Teachers today
.

l

have a relatively secure feeling that striking will not cause-them any

'serious damage in the courts in the coil:try. Teachers' unions also know
.that

/

.

It is almost impossible for a board of education to completely re-

place a stiff. Hortonville, Wisconsin [in the news recently] is an example
of what happens when a board does (make the attempt. Boards forced to

court to attempt to reach a settlement find that judges attempt to reach a
settlement instead of taking sides according to the law. This is absolutely

wrong! Judges should not do this. They must begin to enforce the law of
the land concerning striker; and illegal union activity. Most judges [many
of whom are dependent upon public support for election to their positions]

will hesitate to take sides in school issues. Although tl-fey can be shown
......_

clearly that teachers are violating local school board policy and state law.

This is a crime. It is perhaps one of the biggest flaws in our judicial
system as it relates to labor-management in this country today. It is a
complete slap in the face of laWmakers, policy groups, and to the adrrinis-

tration of our nation's schools.

10
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'What is the statistical magnitude of strikes that have occurred
in the United States? Inj960 there were 36 strikes.

In 1965, 42 strikes.

In 1970 - 412 strikes [which was the high point in the number of strikes
in this nation]. Then approximately 85 serike,s occurred in 1974-75. As

you can see, public employees haVe increasingly been engaging in strike

activity in spite of statutes and court deciions disallowing work stoppages..

The simple truth has been [as I have stated] that strikes in the past have
seemed to work. It seems to be the kind of pressure that gets more out
of boards of education-than collective bargaining can result in. It is con-

tended that public employees feel strikes are well worth the costs and
the consequences because-they have resulted [in the past] in increased
wages and general better working conditions. however, by looking at the
1974-75s figure it might well be that activities.such as those in Hortonville,

Wisconsin; in Wilmington, Delaware; in the Pittsburgh Public school sys-

tem, and in other areas, aroun-1 the country have been responsible for
4

turning the tide in strike effectiveness [plus the increased accountability
of staff]. These boards have taken the heat, have not totally given into
union demands and have cost their local unions great amounts 6-f money,

loss of p;esti.ge, and most important] credibility in the minds of their
memberships: 'Due to this type of exertion of power strikes, indeed, have
begun to decline.

Hand-in-hand with this, however, political pressure to get laws
initiated which would allow teachers the right to strike- has increased.

elfare of the students at an alarming

Unions have begun ignoring the

rate. The old "profession " is no longer present .

The alarming

thing to remember is that legislators [who like judges are elected in'
imany cases by the public and by labor] are beginning t show signs of
weakening. It is only through the development of a backbone and solid

.

political platform that school boards are beginning to get through to legis-

lators that they will not stand for this damaging onslaught by organized
teacher unions. The NEA and the AFT are sponsoring and_pumping

millions of dollars into the election4of political representatives who are

in sympathy with labor demands: such as the right to strike;
t

Proponents to the right to strike for teachers include amorWthe
arguments to legislators some of the following:
1.

0

They argue that the sovereignity doctrine has,been eroded

over the years. They cite that boards of education, as one member in
\

.

the sovereignity in this country, have liven away.much of the power that
.

.

they have inherent in their positions already' , Thus allowing strikes
3

would merely be another inherent government power abdicated for the
-

"good" ,of education.
.

2.

Not all goyernrrient services are essential. They say that

only certain jobs such as police and fire protectwri.are really crucial.
3.

Employees will strike in spite of legislation. A bold, out-

right threat and intimidation of you as board member0 Penalties are
often waiveci.,:upon the employees return to work and they know this. -.

I

.

12
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Anti-strike laws only hu'rtleak,uni'ons; they do not hurt strong unions
thus they create an inequity based on political power alone.
4.

Getting rid of the barriers to strike will encourage manage-

ment to bargain in a meaningful way rattier than depending upon the in-junction to keep employees ut work.
5.

/\

Many strikes in the
private sector actually are more.de
-,

structie than strikes in the public sector. Thus, anti-strike laws crea
inequity in favor of workers in the private sector.
Qpponents of the right to strike should cite tVe following:
1.

The sovereignty argument. America is a democracy and

public employers represent the voters; thus employee str=ikes attack the

representative form of government.
2.

The economic considerations of the pr ivate sector are not

present in the public sector-

Strbs

for higher wages can be economically

justified in the private sector where costtre-ve figures are available.
In the public sector, economics. gives way to politics; thils_the strike,
being essentially an economic weapon, is out of place in government.
3.

The no-lockout argument. It is difficult or impossible for

government managers to lock out employees to exert economic pressure.
Thus when employees are allowed to strike they are given an unfair
advantage over their employers, one not enjcyed by employees in the

private sector.
4.

The wrong party gets hurt argument. Since the public bears

the brunt of strikes by governmental employees, whereas only the parties

I
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are directly harmed by strikes in the private sector, strikes should not
be allowed in the public sector.
5.

The indispensibility argument. Government services are

absolutely...necessary and strikes can bring them to a halt. This argument

contends that st,:ikes by public se ctor4mployees are per se illegal.
6.

The strikes in private essential industries are illegal too

argument. Under the emergency provisions of the NLRA, strikes in
private industries can be declared illegal. Since all governmental ser-

vices are essential, strikes by public service employees are illegal:by
definition.
7.

merit.

The public sector unions have too much political power argu-

Politicians will give in to union demands rather than risk an un-

popular strike'.

Thankfully, almost all of the states have not accepted the arguments

in favor of a right to strike. Some states have, however, come up with
notable legislation and judicial trends towards either allowing employees

to strike or limiting use of the injunction wheA strikes are illegal. These
states would include Alaska, Hawaii, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Montana,

Minnesota and Vermont. They have given all or some of their state and
local public employees the right,to strike after certain conditions have been
met if the -strike does not hariiri the general health, welfare, or the Safety
of the citizenry.
I think that we should analyze that

It is my opinion that this is

a cop-out. It is brought on strictly by political pressure pat on these

states' legislators and boa r4 of oducation by labor organizations within

-14-

these states. To prove a strike will; or will not, harm the general
health, welfare, the safety of citizenry,in a court of)law [as courts are
now Operated] would be virtually impossible. What will you use') Test

scores% Number of scholarships denied? NunTher of activities cancelled'?

Or a philosophical debate'' We cant even prove our .wc th to many of our
taxpayers let alone a court dealing with "hard" evidence. Unions and
union attorneys know this. Therefore, these states [no n tter how good
their intention may have been}have given away the only right which would

prevent teachers from being coercive and have tacitly allowed their
teachers to subvert the intent of the American public education system.
How well this sub'versi.on [or how often] is done by these employee g.roup

is based upon how much local bOard.: of education in these states are.
willing to give, and often they Can gain approval from the membership of

their unions to call a strike; Legislators in states such as this [and unfortunately legislators in ot

-states are beginning to look at concepts

such as this] have justified their, activity by stating that public employee

strikes have occurred instates where they are illegal anyw?y. The
unfortunate,thing is that this is true. It is true because the judicial system in this country has failed to act in the best inteiest of the children
who the public school system was designed to serve. By not imposing

the sanctions mandated by law, by allowing striking teachers to get off
'Or

the hook' by waiving penalties, by boards of education giving in to,clemands

15
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for leniency when a strike has occurred, by not penalizing people who
have blatant], uroken the law, the courts [an& indirectly by boards of
education] have given the legislators in this couniry the 'impression

that no matter what they do with the law strikes will occur, This trend

),

can be reversed. if boards of education such as those in Hortonville,
Wilmington, Pittsburgh ankother school districts continue to stand up,
and exercise the power given to them by the electorate not a power that
they came with but a power given to them by being elected to the board

of education then we will find that anti-strike legislation will remain
viable. Boards and teachers will remain mandated to continue to work

to meet contractur4 obligations in a reasonable, sensible manner, and
not by brute force and intimidation.

What causes strikes? What causes little Miss Jones to leave her
classroom, and picket° The cause may well become a cure if board
-

1

members are really in tune with teacher feelings and grieVances and are
able to define the good from the bad. A litany

coiSi d'be

recited about the

causes of strike, but there are certain basic issues which are of vital
concern to every teacher's union. These include: recognition, salary,

fringe benefits, working conditions, due process, organizational threats,
curriculum control, reduction in force, and community non-support [plus_
a wealth of minor, locali-zed isSues]. Most of the strikes in this country

have been clue directly, or indirectly, to one of the ones Lhave mentioned.
[I have very strong feelings concerning many of these and perhaps in our

16
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discussi,,n later Ave will be able to talk about each of these.] Another

factor that is often worse than a strike to 4,district's operation is the

threat of strikes. The threat of a strike c

to mare useful to a.teacher

union in exerting pressure than the actual strike itself. Strikes are an
unknown to most school boa.rd members. They have not experienced them.
They are bad. They make the board look bad. They are to be avoided at

all cost. Most people fear this unknown. It is this fear which exacts concessions from school boards and causes them to not properly exercise_
the power given to them by the people and by the law. Teacher militants

have learned that the use of threats is much more effective than'the
actual act [which co d have jeopardizing effects upon the welfare of its

membership and therefore lead to the weakening of the leadership in these

teacher unions]. A strike does take its toll on both sides, you know!
At this time perhaps what I should do is explain what I am talking
about when I use the word strike. There are severalategories of teacher

militancy that I encompass when I use the word: strike. First, we have
what is commonly called'a'4,vildcat" strike. This is p. strike that is not f
sanctioned by the union ALTA, in many ways, it is, the hardest type of job

action to handle. The reason is that you have no one to talk to in a leadership position. Secondly, there is the quickie strike. This is a spontaneous,
unannounced walkout at work. This is relatively unknown in the public

sector, but is often found in the private sector where day-by-day disputes
between supervisors and the labor`force an erupt into a mass activity

17
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on the part of the employees. Thirdly, we have the tactic of a slow-down.
This is a deliberate reduction of .work. It is not an actual strike but it

can be just as devastating as a strike. It also takes away the child's
right to an education.' Professionally I consider it the worst type of
action a teacher union 'could participate in. As a matter of fact, it is
much more crippling because the employee does not suffer any monetary

loss. The days in the school calendar are counted and the child loses
proportionately the amount of effort that the teacher is not putting forth.
The public finds this appalling., and so it is seldorri used. Fourth, there
r

.
is what is called a svnipathike
which is a strike of workers who are
I
,

N

.

not directly involved but feel they must strike because they are affiliated

with them in sympathy in one manner or another with the striking,teachers.

This is quite dangerous in the private sector and can become
very trouble.
some in the

blic, schools if boards are not careful. This means that

any AFL-CIO union affiliated could honor the picket line of a teacher

strike. This causes undue hardships but can usually be handled by good
preparation when you spe that a strike is imminent. 44ifth, you may have
a sit-down strike where the workers stay ifiside the place of work but
refuse to actually work. This is rarely done in public schools but it is

a possibility. Lastly, you have the catelz.c4y of a general strike. This

is a strike involving all' of the employees of a school district. It is a
concerted 0ffort on behalf of several unions [or bargaining agentsj within

a school district.

18
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Other union tactics that are illegal, [as well as those defined by
law as being illegal] would include mass resignations, contract stacking,

slow-downs, selective withdrawal of certain services, mass professional
Meetings on school time, a concerted use of leave [which can be very

debilitating to a school district's budget] and the use of sanctions by the

state, or national organization, of the teachers. Whenever a strike is
going to be planned [usually when negotiations have reached a place where

management fails to give anymQe] all of these tactics are considered

by

the teacher leadership.

4

If,

it is felt by the board and administration that a strike is imminent?

there are certain things that can be done to head off a strike. I might preface my comments on things that you can do to head off a strike by stating

that in almost every case school boards [even though they may have the
power and the completq1justification to allow a strike] should make every

attempt to head off a strike.- They should make all reasonable attempts.
If conditions go beyond reasonable [where board concessions will have

either a current or a futuristic impact on the district that will drastically,
effect sound education of the .children] then this course of action cannot

be considered and the Board must assume a position and allow the cards
to fall where they might. However, in attempting to head off a strike the
.

first thing you should do is keep negotiations open: Always. Secondly, you
should make it known that you are willing to take a strike if matters reach

a certain stag

.

Three, keep the issues limited and clear and available to

IN,
-1,

19
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everyone. Four, do not radicalize the employees. By this I mean no

inflammatory statements by board members or representatives of the
board. No unilateral action of the board on matters under consideration
in negotiations. No significant changes out of retribution by the board.

No personnel action by the board which the union could seize upon to rally

the employes.
5. You must keep public support. This means that you may have

to communicate to the public what actually is being done and present your

side of the issue instead of putting your head in the sand like an ostrich.
The board may have to supplement the neN:vs media by its own channels of
communication.
SIM.

6. You s ould attempt to' gain employee support. There is a

world of difference between who you are actually \neeting with on a con-

frontation basis [union leaders] and the average cla\Assroom teacher in a
school. Most union members know little of w.iat is occurring and react

ut of gut reaction, overt pressure, ignorance, retaliation or sympathy.
The leadership purposely keeps'them ignorant so they can do as they please.

After all they were elected and have the power boards should remember
this].
'7.

Warn employees of. what they must do, what the law is and

what penalties could occur. It is the same as due process for any other
group of people. You, by law, must tell the employees what their legal
41!

status should be and what they are expected to do. The'n,-if they go ahead*

and violate this, you must attempt to mete out the appropriate punis
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Just as Jvith a student discipline hearing, the student must know what is
expe

a

d of hitn and what, will happen if he violates this expectation.

Ycu should prepare your case for the public. After all,
tilose are the eople that you represent. Those are the'people who the

ukion ,istrying to i.ts to put pressure on you. You should be reared

:<-4re,i,ent to the public th-e_defense of your position on salaries or whatever the issue

t be. 'rht

boarc\basic defense should be the illegality

df the process of striking if you have not already had that defense taken

away from you. Irregardless, you must be-willing to prepare your case'

and go to the public if the situation demands it. You cannot hide.
9.

You must build support among your administrators. A very

strong, united, cons istent.approach by the administrative staff ls essential.
This will put a great deal of burden upon certain middle management'

positions but at all times your administrative staff should be advised,
ons lted with, and he made aware of what is happening in the- course of

."

the
the action by the employees.

'10. You must also anticipate what kind of tactics that you can

expect in any strike bran employee organization. They have, reinember,
unlimited resources from state and national organ'izaMns at their command.
There are few school districts in this country which can match in manpower and funds the ability of teacher organizations to flood a district

with 'organized strike organizers, public relations personnel, 'money for
teachers who are temporarily out of work during the strike, or even with
actual bargainers at the bargaining table. It is not uncommon for a state

teacher union to send twenty or thirty staff members into a.small district

to assist to a, strike. The idea is that small districts are important
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because concessions can be gained there that can be pointed out to mem-

bership in larger districts later on. It is the Nd whip-saw technique That
use against board members who are notariously not as organized
on a statewide basis as a,

chers unions. They may make over one

hundred persons available in a particularly toucheir se tisiti.ve work

4

stoppage in a large district. You have to remember th,at they have union
linkage between local, state and national organizations. ComrhunicAtions

and linkages that boards [through meetings such as this] are just now
nning to develop.

Board members go about their business of earning

?

I

their daily read saand are "not as prone to organizing as teacher unions are.
Teachers [through their yes] have fulltime personnel who do nothing more
than plan work stoppages and assist where necessary in work stoppages
already going-on. You can expect them to completely saturate the commu-

nity with statements concerning why they lire striking. Unfortunately, they

are very convincing topeople...especially to people who are in labor unions
in the community themselves [and are anti - management to begin with] or

were anti-education anyway because of taxes, etc. They will distribute

handbills, talk'on corners, get into newspapers, be on the radio, tv, take
oureadvertisements in the press, calle. unilateral press conferences [by the
way, newspapers are quite willing to do this because they make copy and

fill up colt nns to sell papers]. They will utilize the mass media to its
fullest extent. Blamewi)1 always be placed on the shoulders of the admifiis-

tration and/or board of education. If not on specific individuals, then on
the leadership as a whole.
cro
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Another successful tactic is to encourage local and state politiJr

cians to become involved in this dispute, or to attempt to form citizens
committees to "decide" the i.,;sues. They will want any kind of third

party intervention in the strike that they can possibly get to make a decision in their favor. Remember, these people represent a lot of votes,
they have a lot of clout and politicians ,ire always willing to get their

name in the paper if it is in behalf-of-their best i-nterests to do so.

t

They will have meetings with other unionsiins the community. for

intance, attempt to pursuade the Central Labor Council, AFL-CIO to
issue a statement endorsing the strike and shutting off deliveries to the

buildings or elect not to cross picket lines. They will try to break up
the routine of homes so that parents are inconvenienced and they will put

pressure [regardless of what is at stake] on the boards to give in to

teacher demands. They , till have work stoppages before graduation time
so students can't n et requirements or get scholarships. Anything to
put pressure on to the'>hool board to give in to union demands. It is a
very simple relationship and one that any school board member should
be appalled at: the ..:hildren are used %as hostages, teachers are the kid -

nappers of the child!s right to an education and it is up to you as school

board members to either give in or to uphold the rights of all the children

in the district. It is not an easy decision and it is not one that I envy you.
Unions also will strike at a time so that state-aid will be threatened.
Aid sometimes that could be lost to the extent that it would even jeopardize

the school system beyond the days the teachers are actually out on strike.
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The main idea in all this, of course, is pressure. This is commonly
called the Golden Frog Theory. T.he school board is the frog and any-

body knows that if a sharp, bright light is on the frog long enough he

rill jump. It is exactly what the unions Wish to do to you. They put
you in the limelight. They shine the light on you hoping that you are

going to jump and give in to their demands.

.

\

They may prevent school buses from running; substitutes from.
being employed; buildings from being operated; food deliveries from
reaching the building; disruption of communications between buildings and

the central administration building; community group meetings to ptit vent
.

.
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strike rationale and many, many other activities. it may involve actual
threatened or actually carried out to the school board

physical violence

members that are parents and other teachers crossing the picket lines.
.

.,

It may be harassment

phone calls, picketing your homes and in some

cases board members have to have police protection. What a blemish (
on the public educational system.
,

I ask you here today, is this the kind of thing that the educational
system in this country was created for and the type of activity that would
be inserted into our public school systern,by the unions. Inserted into
every school district within this country Il I say no.

Before a strike, of course, there are many things that can be done.
Very quickly just let me run down a brief summary that was compiled by
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the American At,sociation of School Admirristrators of what should be
done in designing, developing, and itriplenKmting a strike plan.

District Level:
1. Develop the overall district plan as well'as a board policy
statement well in advance of an anticipated strike [ pr e fe r abl y, when thereis absolutely no indication of a strike].
2.

Provide as early as pos-sible for the notification of news

media, parents, staff, of the likelihood or possibility of a 16 tr ike
Notify staff members of the applicable state law and school

3.

board policy concerning a work stoppage and the legal ramifications of
such action.

Establish provisions for a Decision- aking Center to have

4.

the overall direction of a strike and assign specific responsibilities to
those key people in the Center.

Make contacts with police, fire, health, telephone and other

5.

community/state agencies likely to be needed or contacted during, o. strike.

Prepar.e a list of name: and telephone numbers for the
spec ific individuals in

ch agency who can be contacted day or night in

emergency situotions
7.

.

Proviyle for "hot line" telephones for citizens and staff mem-

bers so they may receive strike information.
8.

Install a bank of unlisted telephones in the Decision-Making

Center to facilitate on-going and continual communications.
9.

Obtain, or make provisions to.obtain, two-way radio sys-

tems for strategic points in the district for mobile car radios, beeper
Systems].
2 .)
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Develop building strike plans and reporting systeMs for

daily status reports from each building.
Notify the neS.s media of tne media area and provide the

time(s) and places of daily [or more often] briefings concerning the strike.
12.

Have the board of education pass the necessary legal resolu-

tions required to deal with the strike [restraining orders, injunctigns,
picket line restrictions, formal notification to personnel on strike,vote'.].
13.

Continue to seek a solution to the strike and keep such initia-

tive on the side of the, adminiAration and fhe board.
Building Level:
I. Develop with each build:ng principal a building Strike Polar7

in conformance with the overall district plan.
L.

Secure.back-up personnel for each building principal to act

in his or her stead during the work stoppage
3.

Make provisions within the building Strike Plan for a daily

early-morning report to the D-M Center.
,...

4.

Make provision for a daily written report listing the names

of staff m.ho reported far duty and the numbers of pupils in attendance at
the building.
5.

Make provision for continuity of communications in the event

that telephone lines are; unusable.
6.

Make provisions for each building principal to have itpecific

guidelines <ind authority to close the building when the safety and health

of the pupil, are threatened, or v.hen it is impossible to carry on an educational program.

-267.

Make provision for adequate building security [leaving
tt

lights on at night, security guards, etc. ].

In conclusion, I suggest that one of the simplest ways to cut down

the frequency of strikes in this country would be to impose penalties that

should be inflicted. Some possible striKe penalties that you could lobby
for or seek legislation concerning might include the following:
1.

Loss of recognition. There are some problems inherent in

this in that if the loss of recognition is not spelled out very specifically

the union can just reorganize its officers, make a couple of changes in its
constitution, give itself a view name and come back as a new group. There

hal to be some kind of stipulation in there that if loss of recognition occurs

there is no new group formjd for the duration of the contract, or somea

thing to this effect.
2. A court injunction. This injunction must include,a plea for

damages to the community. If it is defied there should be some holding of

teaChers in contempt of court making them subject to-fines and jail sen-

tetres, or both. This should not be negotiated away and they should not be

given immunity after a strike settlement is ccomplished. If they break .
these laws they should be punishe

o boa d has the right to plea-bargain

with teachers organizations when you are toying with a chi is right to an
education. It should be understood that this' injunction may even include

the necessity of having a trial. The Wilmington, Delaware, case is a
good example where this actually happened and teachers did pay the price
111 many instances,for their illegal activities during the strike.
27
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Lc_

.

of dues c-heckoff.

Mandatory loss of dues checkoff

for any teacher organization a.fter a strike has occurred is a must.
It is a fantastic way to penalize teachers' unions for their illegal activities. 'It can cause them gre't duress because it takes away money from

their war chest, and will cause them great consternation in re-establishing credibility among (heir members when they know that their money

went into the court's coffers because of illegal strike activity., A fact
that more union members never consider until after the fact. You are
hitting at the mainstay of the union's existence.
4. Dis'misLal. Boards should not feel afraid to fire teachers

who are absent without leave and who violate laws. True, it does create

a problem and it must become selective in many instances as to who you

fire, but the alternative is something that cannot be overlooked as a
possibility for board action.
5.

Loss of certification. In a number of states striking teachers

may have their certification removed. In at least one state striking

teachers are denied employment in any state or government for at least
one 'tear.
6.

Loss of income. It goes without saying that t

e

s cannot

be paid while they are on strike [not even as a part of a settlement]. The
momentary pains suffered must outweigh the gains or striking will propa-'.

gate itself. A board cannot afford to "lose" a strike, and in any strike you
might be forced to participate in you should make sure that the union loses
much more than they stand to gain. Teachers should never be allowed to
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make up days that they have missed. They should never be allowed to
regain lost money. There should be no great inconvenience beyond that
already accumulated during the strike by either students or parents.

It is my feeling that even in a strike lasting four, five, six, or seven
weeks that enough can tie done in the aftermath after the strike is over
to maintain a good healthy situation for that school year.
Frequently teachers do not consider the public damage that might

be done as a result of their strike and its continuing effect on children's
education. They will soon find that in many quarters they are going to
have a much harder time dealing with, individual parents, that referenda

can't be passed because of their activities [which will eventually effect

\keir

future remuneration or the supplies and materials] and many other

"side effects. " All of this hp.s to be pointed out to the teachey the
management and by the board'of education.
7. An adverse evaluation.

It is quite possible that teachers

who strike could have their personnel folded -stamped with a prejudicial

statement regarding their defiance of the law.' and their abse.ice without

'leave. It might hinder their employment in another district and as long
as you follow the personnel folder requirements in your district it is

quite permissible for you to put this in their folders. It is no different
than a reprimand of any other kind. These people are lawbreakers.
These people do miss school without leave and are jeopardizing your

child's education and therefore they should be brought to the attention of
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their personnel folder.
8.

Statutory penalties are possible. Tor instance, the Most

notorious statutory penalty is in New York State and is called the Taylor
.

law. Under this law the penalty for teachers who strike in New York is

mandated. 'hey are docked two days' pay for each day on strike. It is
ja very workable policy and it is a big deterent to the person who feels
that he is going to break the laws of the. Lajull If the courts will enforce
it!
I

I think the last thing that I would caution you about is the fact that

whatever happens in teachers' strikes, whatever your stance on them is,
is that-you need accurate legal advice to assist you.- You need strong

leadership from your executive officers in your district. You need unity
among your administrative staff. You need to plan in advance. You need

not fear threats and intimidations. You need a good supply of aspirin!
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